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A graph is magic if the edges are lab&d with distinct nomregative real numbers 
such that the sum of the labels incident to each vertex is the same. Given a 
graph finite G, an Abelian group 9, and an element r(v) E +? for every v  E V(G), 
necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of edge labels 
from B such that the sum of the labels incident to v  is r(v). When there do exist 
labels, all possible labels are determined. The matroid structure of the labels 
is investigated when ‘3 is an integral domain, and a dimensional structure results. 
Characterizations of several classes of graphs are given, namely, zero magic, 
semi-magic, and trivial magic graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept .of a magic graph is due to J. SedlaCek [7], who defined it 
to be a graph with a real-valued edge labeling such that (i) distinct edges 
have distinct nonnegative labels, and (ii) the sum of the labels of the edges 
incident to a particular vertex is the same for all vertices. The question of 
the precise structure of such labelings has been investigated from several 
viewpoints. Stewart [9] looks at the properties of the real vector space 
coordinatized by the edges, while Stanley [8] considers the nonnegative 
integral solutions determined by each vertex that arise from the linear 
Diophantine equations with variables corresponding to the edges. Other 
similar questions concerning the algebraic properties of graph labelings 
have been raised by Kotzig and Rosa [5], Murty [6], and Guy [3], and 
these properties have been useful in the study of eigenvalues of graphs [2]. 
Integral chains, a type of edge labeling, have long been used in the study 
of simplicial complexes, and these have had particular use in defining 
chain groups and for deriving some of the algebraic properties of circuits 
in a graph, or, more generally, in a matroid (Alexandrov [l], Tutte [lo], 
Whitney [ 111). 
In this paper we wish to investigate edge labelings of graphs where the 
sum of the labels of edges incident to a particular vertex is restricted. We 
shall first proceed in a format that is general enough to encompass the 
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various earlier points of view, namely, we shall only assume that the labels 
of the edges come from an Abelian group. In Section 2 we shall determine 
if there exist labelings of a given graph when the sum of the labels of edges 
incident to each vertex is prescribed but not necessarily mutually equal; 
in the case where they do exist, we shall determine all possible labelings. 
In Section 3 we shall look at edge labelings taken from an integral domain. 
This will allow us to form several matroids, and the properties of these 
matroids will allow us to put a dimensional structure on the labelings. In 
this format we can look at some of Stanley’s work and at integral chains 
in general from a new viewpoint. In Section 4 we shall consider several 
classes of graphs that arise in Stewart’s work, namely, the semi-magic, 
zero magic, and trivial magic ones. Using the dimensional structure, we 
shall be able to characterize the graphs in each of these classes. Finally, 
we shall pose some open questions that arise from our investigations. 
The properties of magic graphs are local, i.e., we can always work 
independently with the different connected components. For this reason we 
shall assume without loss of generality that the graphs we are considering 
are connected. The definitions of all graphs-theoretic terms used herein 
correspond to those in [4]. 
2. THE DETERMINATION OF ALL PONBLE EDGE LABELINGS 
Suppose that we are given a graph G with vertices u1 ,..., v, , an Abelian 
group 9, and that for each vi we have an element T(Q) E 9Y defmed. In 
addition, let x be a labeling, i.e., a mapping x: E(G) -+ 99, where x(e) E 9 
is the label for the edge e. If x is such that the sum of the labels of the edges 
incident to vi is r(t+) for i = 1, 2,..., n, then we say that x is a constrained 
edge labeling of G with indexing vector I = (r(v&,..., r(u,J). More formally, 
define T(D, e) to be 1 if D and e are incident and 0 otherwise. Then given the 
graph G, the Abelian group 9, and indexing vector r, x is a constrained 
labeling if 
i = 1, L., n. 
In this section we ask the following question: given the graph G, the 
group 9, and the indexing vector r, how can all possible constrained 
labelings be determined? If ] 9 ] = 1, there is only one labeling, so to avoid 
certain trivial exceptions we shall assume ] 9 I > 1. We first look at the 
existence question for bipartite graphs. A graph has bipartition (S, U) if 
V(G) = S u U, S n U = 0, and every edge joins a vertex in S with one 
in U. Clearly for a connected graph the bipartition is unique. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be a connected graph with bipartition (S, U), 
F? an Abelian group, and r an indexing vector. Then there exists a constrained 
labeling x if and only if 
zs r(v) = & r(v). 
Proof. The necessity of the equality is immediate, for both expressions 
are equal to CeEE x(e). To show the sufficiency, we proceed by induction 
on the number of edges. The result is obvious if the graph has one edge. 
Now if a graph G satisfies the above equality and G contains a circuit, 
delete one edge of the cricuit. The new graph satisfies the induction 
hypothesis and hence possesses a constrained labeling. Reinserting the 
edge and giving it a label of 0 yields a labeling for G. If, on the other hand, 
G does not have any circuits, i.e., is a tree, then there is a vertex v of 
degree 1 which is incident to the edge e, . Let u be the other end point of e, . 
Delete the vertex v and the edge e,, from the graph and consider the new 
indexing vector r’ for the new graph where 
r’(w) = 
I 
r(u) - 44 w=u 
r(w) otherwise. 
Now r’ satisfies the induction hypothesis so a constrained labeling x’ for 
the new graph exists. Let x(e,,) = r(v) and let x(e) = x’(e) for all other 
edges. This yields a constrained labeling for G. 
The following corollary will be useful in determining the structure of all 
constrained edge labels. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zf G is a bipartite connected graph, r is an indexing 
vector, and there exists a constrained labeling, then there exists a constrained 
labeling such that the set of edges with nonzero labels is acyclic. 
Proof. Since G possesses a constrained labeling, it satisfies the equality 
condition for Proposition 2.1. Hence any spanning tree of G also satisfies 
it and has a constrained labeling. Labeling all other edges of G with a 0, 
an appropriate constrained labeling results. 
Suppose a graph G contains an even circuit, and we consider the case 
where r = 0. Then there exists a nonzero constrained labeling, namely, 
for any a E Q, alternately label the edges of the circuit with a and -a as in 
Fig. 1, and label all other edges with 0. As in [9], we define the zero space 
Z(G) = {x 1 C ~(v, e) x(e) = 0, Vu). Of course, Z(G) is closed under 
addition (where addition of two labelings is carried out in the usual 
edgewise manner), so Z(G) contains all possible sums of labels that arise 
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from even circuits as described above. We wish to show that Z(G) is 
precisely all such sums. Towards this end we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. If T is a tree, Z(T) = (0). 
Proof. This result is immediate by induction on the number of edges 
since a tree has a vertex of degree 1. 
Now suppose G is a bipartite graph and T is a spanning tree. If e 4 E(T), 
then T u {e] contains an even cycle, and this cycle may be labeled as in 
Fig. 1. The labeling of G that results with the edge e having a for a label 
shall be denoted ax, . Now suppose y E Z(G) and consider the labeling 
z = Y - &E(T) y(e) x, . Then z(e) = 0 for all e $ T. Hence z E Z(T), and 
by Lemma 2.3, z = 0. This yields the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If G is bipartite and T is a spanning tree, then 
Define R(G, r) = {x I CesE q(u, e) x(e) = r(v), VU}, i.e., the set of all 
constrained labelings of G with indexing vector r. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For any graph G, Abalian group 8, and indexing 
vector r, either R(G, r) = o or R(G, r) is a translation of Z(c). 
Proof. Suppose we have two constrained labelings x and x’. Then 
clearly x - x’ E Z(G). Further, if y E Z(G), then x + y E R(G, r). Hence 
R(G, r) = x + Z(G). 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Zf T is a tree, 1 R(T, r)l < 1. 
Proof. If T satisfies the condition of Proposition 2.1, a constrained 
labeling of Twill exist. Since Z(T) = (O}, it is the only labeling. 
THEOREM 2.7. Zf G is a connected graph with bipartition (S, U), 3 is 
an Abelian group, and r is an indexing vector, then 
R(G, r) # m iff c r(v) = c r(v). 
vos vsu 
Further, when R(G, r) # 0, 
R(G, r) = Ix + C a,~, I a, E 91 
&T 
where T is a spanning tree and x is the element of R(T, r). 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Propositions 2.1, 2.4, and 
2.5 upon noting that R(T, r) # 0 iff R(G, r) # 0. 
In practice it is easy to find the constrained vector for T by the following 
algorithm. First label the edges with an endpoint of degree 1 by the 
necessary label determined by the indexing vector. Those edges incident 
to a vertex of degree 1 in the subtree of unlabeled edges may now be given 
the unique label possible satisfying the indexing vector condition. If the 
tree has diameter D, we may label the tree in [$(D + l)] iterations of this 
process. 
Having obtained all constrained labelings of a bipartite graph, let us 
now look at graphs that are not bipartite. Suppose we have such a graph G 
and an indexing vector r. Then there is a spanning tree T and an edge e* 
such that T u {e*} contains an odd cycle. Let us further suppose that there 
is a constrained labeling such that x(e) = 0 for all edges e not in E(T) u {e*}. 




r(v) - x(e*) if v is an end point of e* 
r(v) otherwise. 
Now since T u {e*> contains an odd cycle, the endpoints of e* are in the 
same set in the bipartition of T, say S. Hence by Proposition 2.1, 
zs r(v) - We*) = & r’(v) = VFor’(v) = C r(v). 
veu 
Define an element a E 99 to be even if there exists an element b E 569 such 
that 2b = a. 
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LEMMA 2.8. If T is a spanning tree of G and T v {e*} contains an odd 
cycle, then a necessary and suficient condition for T v (e*} to have a 
labeling with indexing vector r is that CVVES r(v) - CZIEU r(v) be even. 
We note in passing that it is precisely x(e*) which insures that the 
difference described in Lemma 2.8 is even. 
Now let X be the maximal elementary 2-subgroup, i.e., X = 
(aE3 j 242 = O}. 
In light of Proposition 2.5, we can determine the structure of R(G, r) 
almost totally if we can determine the structure of Z(G), so this will be 
our next goal. If G contains a circuit and b E X, and if we define x such 
that x(e) = b for all edges of the circuit and x(e) = 0 otherwise, then 
x E Z(G). If G is connected and has two distinct odd circuits, they may 
be labeled as in Fig. 2 (if the two circuits have a common vertex, the path 
c c 
FIGURE 2 
joining the two cycles may be vacuous). This may be thought of as the 
labeling of an even cycle as in Fig. 1 where the cycle is formed by the 
sequence of vertices around one circuit, along the path, around the other 
circuit, and back along the path to the original vertex. Edges receiving 
more than one label in this process have the labels added together to get 
the final label of the edge. If all other edges of G are labeled with a 0, an 
element of Z(G) results. We now wish to show that the sums of labelings of 
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the type illustrated in Fig. 2 comprise all of Z(G). Let T be a spanning tree 
of G, and let {e, ,..., et} = E(G) - E(T). For each e E E(G) - E(T), 
T u {e} contains a unique circuit. If the circuit is even, let ax, be the 
labeling of G as in Fig. 1. Now if G is not bipartite, there is a smallest 
integer k, 1 < k < t, such that T u {ek} contains an odd circuit. In this 
case, let bye be the labeling of the circuit as in Fig. 2 such that by,(eJ = b. 
For any other edge e such that T U {e} contains an odd circuit, T U {e, ek} 
contains two odd circuits which may be labeled as in Fig. 2 to form cz, , 
where cz,(e) = c. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let G be a graph, T a spanning tree of G, 3 an 
Abelian group, and .%? the maximal elementary 2-subgroup of 9. Then 
Z(Q = [,5;, a,x,+b,y,+c~,Ia,,c,E9,b,E~. I 
Proof. Since Z(G) is closed under addition, we need only show that 
every element of Z(G) can be written as an appropriate sum. Suppose 
x E Z(G), El(G) = {e $ E(T) I (4 u T contains an even circuit}, e* is an 
edge such that T u {e*} contains an odd circuit, and E,(G) = E(G) - 
(E,(G) u {e*} u E(T)). For each e E E,(G), set a, = x(e). For each e E EZ , 
T u (e, , e*} contains two odd circuits, so define c, = x(e). Then 
x - (C a,~, + c&z,) is an element of Z(G) and is nonzero only on the edges 
of T u {e*}. Hence by Lemma 2.8 (x - C a,x, + c,z,)(e*) E %‘. Setting 
b, to this value, x - (c a,~, + b, y, + c,z,) is nonzero only on T. Hence 
by Lemma 2.3, x = C a,x, + b, ye + c,z, . 
COROLLARY 2.10. If G is not bipartite, T is a spanning tree, and e* is 
an edge such that T u (e*} contains an odd circuit, and R(G, r) # 0, then 
there is a labeling x E R(G, r) such that x is nonzero only for the edges of 
T u {e*}. 
Proof. Suppose y E R(G, r). Let z = C a,x, + c,z, , where a, = -y(e) 
or c, = -y(e) depending on whether T u {e} contains an even or odd 
circuit. Then by Propositions 2.5 and 2.9, x = y + z E R(G, r), and x is 
nonzero only on edges of T U {e*). 
THEOREM 2.11. Let G be a connected graph, 3 an Abelian group with 
&’ as its maximal elementary 2-subgroup, and r an indexing vector. Then 
(i) If G has a bipartition (S, U) and EVES r(v) # CVsU r(v), then 
there exist no constrained labelings. 
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(ii) If G has a bipartition (S, U) and Cvss r(v) = CVou r(v), then 
the set of constrained labelings is {x + CeeT a,x, / a, E S}, where x is a 
constrained labeling of T, a spanning tree of G. 
(iii) If G is not bipartite and CuoVcG) r(v) is even, then the set of 
constrained labelings is 
x + 1 a,x, + b, y, + CJ, I a, , c, E 3, b, E d 
&T !’ 
where x is a constrained label of T, any spanning tree of G. 
(iv) Zf G is not bipartite and CWsV(c~ r(v) is not even, then there 
are no constrained labelings. 
Proof. In light of Theorem 2.7, parts (i) and (ii) are evident. For 
part (iii), if T is any spanning tree with bipartition (S, U), then 
have the same parity, and the result follows from Lemma 2.8. Part (iv) 
follows by noting that for any constrained vector x, Cu.V(c) r(v) = 
2 LE(G) 44. 
3. MATROIDS,CHAINGROUPS,AND LABELINGS FROM AN INTEGRALDOMAIN 
Having determined all possible labelings from the circuit structure of the 
graph, we now wish to put a dimensional structure on the set of labelings. 
Due to the importance played by the circuits, the theory of matroids comes 
into play. A matroid is a finite set E of edges along with certain subsets of E 
called circuits such that no circuit properly contains another and such that 
if C, and C, are circuits, e, E C, n C, , e, E C, - C, , then there is a 
circuit C, C C, u Cz such that C, n {e, , ez} = {ez}. A dendroid is a set of 
edges that has nonempty intersection with every circuit and is minimal 
with respect to that property. Any two dendroids in a matroid M have 
the same cardinality, and that value is called the rank of M and is denoted 
r(M). A chain group on E over an integral domain W is a set of maps 
called chains whose domain is E such that for any map f, we havef(e) E %“, 
and such that the set is closed under pointwise addition and scalar multi- 
plication. The support off, denoted Ilfli, is the set {e E E If(e) # O}. The 
support off is minimal if it is nonempty, and for any chain g, 11 g 11 C (/f 11 
implies I/ g jl = ilfll or )I g /I = la. Given a chain group on E, if we call the 
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minimal supports the circuits, then a matroid results. Further details can 
be found in [lo]. 
We shall now consider the labelings as chains in the most straight- 
forward manner, i.e., if x is a labeling, x(e), viewed as a chain, will merely 
be the label on the edge e. By Proposition 2.5, the set of all constrained 
labelings is a translation of Z(G) and, viewed as a set of chains, Z(G) is 
a chain group. Hence we wish to find the rank of Z(G). 
If D is a dendroid of a chain group, then for any e E D we can find a 
chain fe such that f,(e) # 0. Having done this for all e E D, the product 
w  = IJeEDfe(e) is called the weight of the chains. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Tutte). Given a dendroid and a set of chains with 
weight w, for any other chain f there exist A, E W such that 
w-= c hfe. 
6XD 
Now suppose G is a bipartite graph and T is a spanning tree of G. Let 
D = E(G) - E(T). First we note that D is a dendroid, for if e E D, then 
E(T) u {e} contains an even cycle and hence D n 11 lx, /I = {e}. Further, 
by Lemma 2.3, no circuit is contained in E(T), and hence D has nonempty 
intersection with every circuit. But not only have we a dendroid, but we 
also have a set of chains with weight 1. Now if G is not bipartite and the 
characteristic of W is 2, every nonzero element of 9 (viewed as an Abelian 
group) is of order 2. Hence, once again, if D = E(G) - E(T), then for 
every e E D, T u {e> contains a circuit [I ly, 11, and no circuit is contained 
in E(T). Thus we again have a dendroid and a set of chains with weight 1. 
If G is not bipartite and the characteristic of W is not 2, then there are no 
elements of order 2. Let e* be such that T u {e*} contains an odd circuit, 
and let D = E(G) - (E(T) U {e*}). Then if e E D, we have two odd circuits 
or one even circuit in T u {e, e*}. Hence we have /I lx, I/ or 11 lz, I/ as a 
circuit, and no subset of D has nonempty intersection with every circuit. 
Further, by Lemma 2.8, if T u {e*} has a labeling in Z(G), x(e*) = 0, and 
hence by Lemma 2.3 x = 0. Thus D has nonempty intersection with every 
circuit. Again we see that we have a set of chains with weight 1. 
Now in each case we have defined a set of chains {fe 1 e E D} with weight 
1. Hence by Theorem 3.1 these chains span Z(G). Further, since /I fe 11 n D = 
{e}, these chains are linearly independent and so there exists a basis for 
Z(G). Also, since .9J is an integral domain, it follows that any other basis 
has the same cardinality as D, and the dimension of Z(G) is now well- 
defined and equal to the rank of Z(G). Recalling that for any tree we have 
E(T) = V(T) - 1, and V(G) = V(T) for a spanning tree, we may put 
our results in the following form: 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let M be the matroid of chain maps of Z(G). Then 
dim Z(G) = 
1 
I E(G)/ - I UG>l + 1 if G is bipartite or the 
characteristic of W is 2, 
I E(G)1 - I v(G)1 otherwise. 
Let us now consider the semi-magic space, S(G), as defined by Stewart, 
i.e., 
For a particular element f E S(G), we call r the index off We wish to 
determine the structure of S(G). First suppose G has a bipartition with 
1 S 1 = 1 U I. Then, by Theorem 2.11, there is a map fi such that 
LE rl(u, 4fiW = 1 f or all v. But then, again by Theorem 2.11, 
S(G) = {rfl + g [ r E 9, g E Z(G)}. If G has a bipartition with 1 S 1 # 1 U 1, 
then f E S(G) only if the index off is 0, so S(G) = Z(G). If G is not bi- 
partite but I V(G)] * 1 is even, then (1 S j - 1 U I) . 1 is even for any 
spanning tree, and there exists a map fi E S(G) with index 1. Hence 
S(G) = (rfl + g 1 r E 9, g E Z(G)} once again. Finally, if G is not bipartite 
and 1 V(G)1 * 1 is not even, there is a map fi E S(G) with index 2 and hence 
S(G) 3_ {rfz + g 1 r E W, g E Z(G)}. If f E S(G) and the index off is r, then 
by Theorem 2.11, 1 V(G)] . r is even, so r = 2r’ for some r’ E R and 
f = rlfi + g for some g E Z(G). Thus S(G) = {rfz + g 1 r E C#, g E Z(G)}. 
In summation, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a graph, Z(G) the zero space, and S(G) the 
semi-magic space, then 
(i) S(G) = Z(G) if G has a bipartition with / S / # / U (; 
(ii) S(G) = {rfl + g j r E W, g E Z(G)}, where fi has index 1 if G 
has a bipartition with 1 S / = 1 U / or if G is not bipartite but 1 V(G)\ * 1 
is even; 
(iii) S(G) = {rfz + g I r E 9?, g E Z(G)}, where fi has index 2 if G 
is not bipartite and / V(G)] . 1 is not even. 
A little care must be used with Theorem 3.3 in the sense that I V(G)1 . 1 
is an element of 9% Thus if ) V(G)/ is an even integer, then ) V(G)/ . 1 is 
even, and if I V(G)/ is an odd integer, then I V(G)1 . 1 is even if and only 
if 2 is invertible. 
Stanley is concerned with elements of S(G) wheref(e) is a nonnegative 
integer. He has defined such a map f to be completely fundamental if 
nf = g, + g, implies g, = k,f and g, = (n - k,)f. In particular, this 
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implies that if h is a map with positive index and f = Ih, then f = 
h + (I - 1)h so that f = h. Now let us suppose that f is a completely 
fundamental map with index r 3 0. By Theorem 3.3, f = rfl + g or 
f = rfz + g. Hence rfl = kf or rfz = kf for some k. In the former case, 
kr = k 1 rl(f-4 e)f@> = c v(u, 4 kf(e) = r C q(u, e)fi(e) = r. 
Hence k = 1, f = fi , and r = 1. In the latter case, G is not bipartite and 
1 V(G)] is odd. Thus r is even, so r = 2r’. Hence kr = k C q(v, e) f (e) = 
r C r](u, e) fi(e) = 2r. Thus r’f2 = f, so thatf = fi and r = 2. Thus we get 
the following extension. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If G is not bipartite and has an odd number of vertices, 
then any completely fundamental map has index 2. Otherwise any completely 
fundamental map has index 1. 
4. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF SEMI-MAGIC, ZERO MAGIC, 
AND TRIVIAL MAGIC GRAPHS 
The set of maps S(G) is closed under addition and scalar multiplication 
and so defines a chain group. We first wish to determine the rank of the 
induced matroid. Suppose there exists an element f E S(G) with index 
r # 0. Then, by Theorem 2.11, G has a bipartition with 1 S 1 = 1 U 1 or 
G is not bipartite but has a spanning tree T and an edge e* such that 
T u {e*} contains an odd circuit and 2f(e*) = r(l S 1 - j T I). In each 
case, by Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 2.8 we have a map such that II f /I C T 
or 11 f Ij C T u {e*}, respectively. In either case, let B E T be such that 
f (2) # 0, and define D = D u (2;}, where D is the dendroid of Z(G) 
described in the proof of Theorem 3.2. We wish to show that B is a 
dendroid of S(G). Since S(G) I Z(G), and since (1 f II n D = {a}, we see 
that D is minimal. Now suppose h E S(G) and 1) h II n D = ,@. Then 
h 6 Z(G), so h has index r’ # 0, and hence r’f - rh E Z(G). Since 
11 r’f -- rh II n D = 0, we must have that r’f = rh, and h(C) # 0. Thus D 
has nonempty intersection with every circuit. Thus we see that unless G 
has a bipartition with I S 1 # I U 1, the rank of S(G) is one more than 
the rank of Z(G). In case (iii) of Theorem 3.3, since fi has index 2, we may 
only insure that the weight of the dendroid is 2. Indeed, in some cases 
there is no dendroid and chains with weight 1. However, since we have 
seen that every chain in case (iii) has even index, there still exists a basis 
for S(G). In cases (i) and (ii), we have a set of chains with weight 1 and 
hence a basis. 
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THEOREM 4.1. If G is a graph and S(G) is the semi-magic space then 
j E(G)/ - 1 V(G)1 + 2 if G has a bipartition 
dim S(G) = 
withIS/=jUI,orifGisnot 
bipartite and W has characteristic 2, 
1 E(G)1 - j V(G)\ + 1 otherwise. 
Now let us investigate some classes of graphs first defined by Stewart for 
the ring of real numbers. 
DEFINITIONS 4.2. 
(i) G is trivial magic if dim S(G) = 0. 
(ii) G is zero magic if dim S(G) = dim Z(G) > 0. 
(iii) G is semi-magic if dim S(G) > dim Z(G). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a graph. Then 
(i) G is trivial magic ifs G is a tree with bipartition such that 
ISlflUI; 
(ii) G is zero magic ifs G has bipartition with 1 S I # / U I and G 
is not a tree; 
(iii) G is semi-magic iff G is not bipartite, or G is bipartite with 
ISI =IUl. 
(i) This follows immediately from Theorem 4.1. 
(ii) G can be zero magic only in case (i) of Theorem 3.3. 
(iii) G is semi-magic iff G is neither zero magic nor trivial magic. 
In particular, this answers the question raised by Stewart [9, p. 10401 
of finding a neat graph-theoretic distinction between trivial magic and 
semi-magic trees. 
Several open questions arise from the above work on edge labelings. 
Some include: 
(1) What if one considers infinite graphs such that for every 
labeling there are only a finite number of nonzero labels on the edges 
incident to any vertex. What about locally finite graphs? It is clear that 
some (Proposition 2.5) but not all (Theorem 2.11) of the preceding work 
holds for infinite graphs. 
(2) If L(G) is the line graph of G and A(L(G)) is the adjacency 
matrix, then A(L(G))x has components which correspond to the edges of G, 
and hence x may be thought of as an edge labeling of G. It then follows 
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that the component of A(L(G))x that corresponds to the edge in G has the 
value C ~(zJ, e) x(e) + C ~(w, e) x(e), where u and w  are the endpoints of e. 
This fact was exploited to get certain eigenvectors of L(G) in [2]. What 
other information about the graph is related to these edge labelings? 
(3) Given an indexing vector r, we say 4 is an r-automorphism if 
(i) I$ is an automorphism of G and (ii) $(u,) = v2 implies ~(0~) = T(Q). 
Suppose we define an equivalence relation - for edge labelings by x - x’ 
if and only if x and x’ have the same indexing vector r and there is an 
r-automorphism 4 such that x({u~vz}) = x’({~(u,), $(u~)}). What is the 
structure of the equivalence classes? 
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